Volvo warning light symbols

If the light comes on while driving, stop the vehicle, stop the engine immediately, and check the
engine oil level. If the oil level is normal and the light stays on after restart, have the vehicle
towed to the nearest trained and qualified Volvo service technician. This is normal, provided it
goes off when the engine speed is increased. Parking brake applied. This symbol illuminates
when the parking brake is applied. On models equipped with the electric parking brake, this
symbol flashes while the brake is being applied and then glows steadily. A flashing symbol
means that a fault has been detected. See the message in the information display. Canadian
models are equipped with this symbol. Have the system s inspected by a trained and qualified
Volvo service technician as soon as possible. Seat belt reminder. This symbol comes on for
approximately 6 seconds if the driver has not fastened his or her seat belt. Generator not
charging. This symbol comes on during driving if a fault has occurred in the electrical system.
Contact an authorized Volvo workshop. Engine overheating can result from low oil or coolant
levels, towing or hard driving at high heat and altitude, or mechanical malfunction. Engine
overheating will be signaled with text and a red warning triangle in the middle of the instrument
display. The exact text will depend on the degree of overheating. It may range from High engine
temp Reduce speed to High engine temp Stop engine. If appropriate, other messages, such as
Coolant level low, Stop safely will also be displayed. If your engine does overheat so that you
must stop the engine, always allow the engine to cool before attempting to check oil and
coolant levels. Fault in brake system. If this symbol lights, the brake fluid level may be too low.
Stop the vehicle in a safe place and check the level in the brake fluid reservoir, see page If the
level in the reservoir is below MIN, the vehicle should be transported to an authorized Volvo
workshop to have the brake system checked. If the and symbols come on at the same time,
there may be a fault in the brake force distribution system. If the brake fluid level is normal but
the symbols are still lit, the vehicle can be driven, with great care, to an authorized Volvo
workshop to have the brake system checked. Have the vehicle towed to a trained and qualified
Volvo service technician and have the brake system inspected. Warning symbol. A message will
also appear in the main instruments panel's display. The symbol remains visible until the fault
has been rectified but the text message can be cleared with the READ button, see page The
warning symbol can also come on in conjunction with other symbols. Read the information on
the information display. Implement the action in accordance with the message in the display.
Clear the message using READ. If one of the doors, the hood or tailgate is not closed properly,
the information or warning symbol comes on together with an explanatory text message in the
instrument panel. Stop the vehicle in a safe place as soon as possible and close the door, hood
or tailgate. Range The PCC's lock and unlock functions have a range of approximately 60 ft.
NOTE The approach lighting, panic alarm, and the functions controlled by the inform Low oil
pressure If the light comes on while driving, stop the vehicle, stop the engine immediately, and
check the engine oil level. Parking brake applied This symbol illuminates when the parking
brake is applied. See page for more information about using the parking brake. See page 21 for
more information about the airbag system. Seat belt reminder This symbol comes on for
approximately 6 seconds if the driver has not fastened his or her seat belt. Generator not
charging This symbol comes on during driving if a fault has occurred in the electrical system.
Engine temperature Engine overheating can result from low oil or coolant levels, towing or hard
driving at high heat and altitude, or mechanical malfunction. See page for more information.
Fault in brake system If this symbol lights, the brake fluid level may be too low. Stop the vehicle
in a safe place and turn off the engine. Restart the engine. Action: 1. Stop in a safe place. Do not
drive the vehicle further. Reminder â€” doors not closed If one of the doors, the hood or tailgate
is not closed properly, the information or warning symbol comes on together with an
explanatory text message in the instrument panel. See also: Other fluids and lubricants Your
shopping basket is empty. Volvo warning lights, car warning symbols such as engine
management light, ABS light, airbag light this guide will help you. We have created this
dashboard lights meaning guide and will show you how to deal with an engine light, airbag
warning light, ABS light and all of the other car warning signs on your Volvo dashboard. View
All Scan Tools. Best Car Scan Tools For Multi Vehicle Scan Tools. Professional Scan Tools. DPF
Regeneration Tools. Service Reset Tools. Garage Equipment. Car Accessories. Digital Battery
Testers. Universal Diagnostic Tools. Mileage Correction Tools. Key Programming Tools. Car
Vehicle Tracking Devices. Car Warning Lights Guide. Image Credits. Our site uses Cookies to
enhance your browsing experience and help us analyse traffic. Essential Cookies are required
to make this site work, without them your browsing experience would not be as good as we
want you to have. Analytic Cookies allow us to understand how our users are interacting with
our website, any information is collected anonymously. We use the following Analytic cookies:
Google Analytics. Select your vehicle model of Volvo from the list below. From the model of
vehicle you select, the dashboard warning lights symbols are shown and include a description

of their meaning and what action should be taken based on the manufacturer recommendations.
This is especially important if the light is red. Red warning lights always require immediate
action. Volvo V Volvo XC Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function
properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security
features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that
may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect
user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary
cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your
website. This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with
this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Accept Read More. Close Privacy Overview This website
uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these,
the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential
for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help
us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your
browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But
opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience. Necessary
Necessary. Non-necessary Non-necessary. Faults detected that require immediate action are
typically red and may illuminate alongside an audible buzzer to draw attention of vehicle
operator. If the engine is on, a buzzer will also sound. Action to take : Failure to stop as soon as
possible may result in the engine shutting down. In the instance that air pressure is low and
remaining air volume may not be sufficient for repeated braking. The emergency brakes my
engage, causing a wheel lockup and loss of vehicle control. Bring the vehicle to a controlled
stop. This may be due to abnormal status detected by the electronic control unit. Action to take
: Check informational texts and ensure the fault is looked into at the next stop. Warning symbol
name : Coolant Temperature Urgency : High Description : This coolant temperature typically
illuminates in red when engine coolant is overheating. The ECU may take preventative action
â€” engine power output may be reduced and engine may shut down when idle. Due to
excessive coolant temperatures, the engine may shut down and can only be restarted for 30
seconds. Action to take : It is advisable to slow down and wait if the light goes out. Have
coolant levels checked and look for leaks as soon as safely possible. Action to take : Check
coolant levels and top up at next stop. Continued driving may result in mechanical damage.
Action to take : Check and top up engine oil at your next stop. It indicates that the engine oil
temperature is too high. Warning symbol name : Preheat Urgency : Medium Description : This
symbol indicates a fault in the diesel engine preheating system. Warning symbol name :
Transmission Failure Urgency : High Description : This symbol indicates a failure with the
transmission. Warning symbol name : Voltage Meter Urgency : Medium Description : The
battery symbol is an indication of the battery meter. Warning symbol name : Voltage Warning
Urgency : High Description : The battery and exclamation mark symbol is an indication of a
battery voltage warning. Warning symbol name : Freezing Urgency : Medium Description : The
snowflake is a warning of freezing conditions. Warning symbol name : Exhaust Temp Urgency :
Medium Description : Volvo Trucks high exhaust system temperature dashboard warning light
symbol. The fuel filter requires draining of water. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for
the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic
functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal
information. Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and
is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents
are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running
these cookies on your website. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be
published. This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with
this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Accept Read More. Close Privacy Overview This website
uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these,
the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential
for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help
us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your
browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But
opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience. Necessary
Necessary. Non-necessary Non-necessary. The indicator and warning systems alert the driver
to the fact that a function is activated, a system is working, or a defect or serious error has
occurred. The red warning symbol illuminates when a fault has been detected which could
affect the safety or drivability of the car. An explanatory text is shown on the driver display at
the same time. Read the message on the driver display and contact a workshop. Volvo
recommends that an authorised Volvo workshop is contacted. City Safety warns of a risk of

collision with other vehicles, pedestrians, cyclists or large animals. The engine oil pressure is
too low. Stop the engine immediately and check the engine oil level, top up if necessary. If the
symbol lights up and the oil level is normal, read the message on the display and contact a
workshop. The system is disengaged. The car's regular brake system continues to work, but
without the ABS function. Low AdBlue level or fault in AdBlue system. Emissions systems fault.
Drive to a workshop for checking. If there is a fault in the tyre pressure system, the symbol will
flash for approx. This may be because the system cannot detect or warn of low tyre pressure as
intended. Change car. Displays and voice control. Indicator and warning symbols. Red symbols.
Amber symbols. Blue symbols. Green symbols. Related articles Driver display. Did this help?
Warning The red warning symbol illuminates when a fault has been detected which could affect
the safety or drivability of the car. The warning symbol can also illuminate in conjunction with
other symbols. Seatbelt reminder Illuminates or flashes when someone in the car is not wearing
a seatbelt. Airbags An error has been detected in any of the car's safety systems. Fault in brake
system An error has occurred on the braking system. Parking brake Light illuminated
permanently: The parking brake is activated. Flashing: an error has occurred with the parking
brake. Read the message in the driver display. Faults in the electrical system An error has
occurred on the electrical system. High engine temperature The engine temperature is too high.
Collision risk City Safety warns of a risk of collision with other vehicles, pedestrians, cyclists or
large animals. Low oil pressure The engine oil pressure is too low. Information A fault has
occurred in one of the car's systems. The information symbol can also illuminate in conjunction
with other symbols. ABS fault The system is disengaged. Emissions system Emissions systems
fault. Tyre pressure system Low tyre pressure. Fault in the headlamp system A fault has
occurred on the headlamp system. Stability system Light on permanently: a fault has occurred
in the system. Flashing: the system is working. Active main beam Active main beam is activated
and switched on. Automatic brake The function is activated and the service brake or parking
brake is operating. Left and right-hand direction indicator The direction indicator is being used.
Active main beam Active main beam is activated, but does not come on. Lane assistance White
symbol: Lane assistance is on and road lines are detected. Grey symbol: Lane assistance is on
but road lines are not detected. So, what is that light on your dashboard? The following are
warning lights and indicators found in vehicles built by Volvo. Click a link to learn more about
each one. They are roughly ordered by importance, which tends to be by color red, amber,
yellow, orange, green, blue, gray , but there are nearly 50 of them so be patient! Remember that
only proper service and repair procedures will ensure the safe and reliable operation of your
car. These posts are for information sharing purposes only, and should not be used in lieu of an
OEM service manual or factory authorized service procedure. We are not in the auto repair
business nor do we publish automotive service manuals. Nothing we include on these pages
and posts has been reviewed, approved or authorized by any vehicle manufacturer. Technology
is always changing and what is current and accurate today may be literally out-of-date and
inaccurate tomorrow. And when it comes to the current state of flux in the auto industry,
nothing is more true. Made with by Graphene Themes. Toggle search form Search for:. Toggle
navigation DashboardSymbols. Volvo Warning Lights and Symbols So, what is that light on
your dashboard? Charge system trouble indicator -- click for more Brake trouble indicators -click for more Park brake indicators -- click for more More park brake indicators -- click for more
Auto brake on indicator -- click for more Oil warning light -- click for more Seat belt reminder -click for more Air bag warning indicator -- click for more Security indicator -- click for more
Door, trunk, etc. Search for:. Charge system trouble indicator -- click for more. Brake trouble
indicators -- click for more. Park brake indicators -- click for more. More park brake indicators -click for more. Auto brake on indicator -- click for more. Oil warning light -- click for more. Seat
belt reminder -- click for more. Air bag warning indicator -- click for more. Security indicator -click for more. Door, trunk, etc. Attention indicators -- click for more. Check engine light -- click
for more. Stability, traction control and fault indicators -- click for more. Stability control off
indicator -2008 volkswagen touareg 2 v6
lexus is manual
2008 328i
click for more. Tire pressure monitor indicator -- click for more. Anti-lock brake system fault
indicators -- click for more. Transmission fault indicator -- click for more. All wheel drive fault
indicator -- click for more. Loose gas cap indicator -- click for more. Low fuel indicator -- click
for more. Start stop function indicator -- click for more. ECO function active -- click for more.
Lane keeping indicator -- click for more. Vehicle detected ahead -- click for more. Rain sensor
indicator -- click for more. Low washer fluid indicator -- click for more. Sport mode indicator --

click for more. Frost warning indicator -- click for more. Preconditioning indicator -- click for
more. Cruise control indicator -- click for more. Adaptive front lighting system failure -- click for
more. Active high beam indicator -- click here. Park lights on indicator -- click for more. Fog
lamp indicators -- click for more. Turn signal indicator -- click for more. High beam indicator -click for more.

